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■ Andorra is a small independent state in the centre of the 
Pyrenees, between Spain and France. We may be small, but 
nobody else has managed to concentrate the best and most 
modern ski resorts in the south of Europe into a 
468 km² area, completing it with an unbeatable offer of 
leisure time, gastronomy, culture, shopping and so on. That’s 
why in Andorra, you will be skiing in a unique country. 

Welcome to Andorra
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■ Grandvalira Resorts Andorra is the largest, most modern 
skiable area in the Pyrenees and one of the largest in 
Europe, with a total of 303 km of slopes. Combining 
the Andorran ski resorts Ordino Arcalís, Pal Arinsal and 
Grandvalira has opened up a world of varied, funpacked
experiences, a chance to experience snow sports in Andorra 
to the full and enjoy the magnificent natural setting every 
day of the year, all with just one pass. The longest skiing 
season in the Pyrenees and a summer full of activity, sport 
and nature are to be found at Grandvalira Resorts Andorra.

Contact us at:
- www.grandvalira.com

- www.palarinsal.com

- www.ordinoarcalis.com

Grandvalira Resorts:
one country, one pass

http://- www.grandvalira.com 
http://- www.palarinsal.com 
http://- www.ordinoarcalis.com


■ At Grandvalira we do not wish to stop exploring the limits 
of winter. There is a winter for those who create stories 
instead of just listening to them. Our biggest news this 
season is the Grandvalira Resorts ski pass which provides 
access to all the ski resorts in Andorra!

www.grandvalira.com
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GRANDVALIRA

https://www.grandvalira.com
https://www.grandvalira.com/en/
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GRANDVALIRA / ACTIVITIES

■ More than 500 certifiedsnow ambassadors are ready to 
accompany you so that you can learn to master winter 
sports. Six centers, lessons in six languages and one of the 
most internationally recognized schools; why not sign up?

■ Specialized instructors in our kindergartens and snow 
gardens, private and group ski lessons, seven kids’ themed 
circuits.

Ski and snowboard school

Children’s school
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■  Freeride: pure adrenaline, powder snow enveloping you 
and tracks designed just for you. In our schools you will 
find specialized instructors to teach you the techniques 
with safety equipment so you can achieve freedom.
Freestyle: the indescribable sensation of flying and 
touching the sky is possible in the three Grandvalira 
snowparks, one of which operates at night!
Esquí de muntanya: feel the freedom by reaching the 
most emblematic peaks in the domain with our mountain 
guides.

Freeride, Freestyle 
and ski touring

GRANDVALIRA / ACTIVITIES
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■  Discover the adventure activities suitable for both young 
and for all ages.

Adventure activities

GRANDVALIRA / ACTIVITIES
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■  Grandvalira has more than 60 places to eat distributed 
throughout the area: a wide gastronomic selection that 
caters to all tastes and needs. And for an unforgettable 
dining experience, also discover our nighttime dinner 
events.

Eating out

GRANDVALIRA / ACTIVITIES
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■ The popular leisure and restaurant establishment, 
L’Abarset, returns this winter season with more force than 
ever with the aim of becoming the best après-ski in Europe.

The renovation project keeps the essence and spirit of 
the previous L’Abarset, while promoting a new concept 
to combine leisure, music and gastronomy in a unique 
experience that will extend beyond the ski season and the 
weekends.

Après-ski

GRANDVALIRA / ACTIVITIES
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■  The Extraordinary resort is defined as the wildest and most
exciting ski area where you can achieve a level of freedom
like never before and find that “extra” that will make you feel
extraordinary. Ordino Arcalis,  known for offering the best 
quality and the largest amount of snow in the Pyrenees, it 
offers a unique mountain area.

www.ordinoarcalis.com

The Extrardinary Resort
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http://www.ordinoarcalis.com
https://www.ordinoarcalis.com/en/
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ORDINO ARCALÍS / ACTIVITIES

■  The Ordino Arcalís Ski & Mountain Academy offers ski 
and snowboarding lessons. The little ones will be able to 
learn while having fun in our nursery and snow garden. It 
also has several areas for beginners and the Megaverda 
track, the longest green track in the Pyrenees.

Fun and learning
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ORDINO ARCALÍS / ACTIVITIES

■ Flavours, textures and aromas of the mountain. Dishes 
that are 100% cooked in the ski resort using locally-sourced 
top-quality products. If you want to experience a unique 
adventure, we recommend dinners athigh altitudes at the la 
Borda de la Coma restaurant, at 2,200 m high, and then ski 
down under the moonlight.

The best of the mountain 
to suit all preferences
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ORDINO ARCALÍS / ACTIVITIES

■  Ordino Arcalís is the perfect setting to try a wide range 
of activities designed for everyone. From snowmobile 
excursions, snowshoeing, mountain skiing and don’t miss 
the excursion to the Port del Rat stalagmite cave.

■  Discover more than 120 itineraries led by the guides 
of our prestigious Freeride School. If what you enjoy is 
using snowshoes or ski touring, we can offer training and 
accompaniment services to suit your needs.

Adventure activities

Freeride and Adrenaline



■  Pal Arinsal is the closest ski resort to the center of the
country, with convenient access to arrive with friends, alone 
or with family. Located in the La Massana parish, Pal Arinsal 
hosts three World Cups every year: ISMF Mountain Skiing, 
UCI MTB and Skyrace Comapedrosa Trail Running.

www.palarinsal.com

The ski resort 365
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https://vallnordpalarinsal.com/en/
http://www.palarinsal.com
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PAL ARINSAL / ACTIVITIES

■  Pal is the closest ski resort to the center of Andorra.The 
gentle profile of its mountains and the magic of its forests 
allow families and groups of friends to enjoy themselves 
to the fullest.

■  In Arinsal, you can enjoy a unique atmosphere and 
first-class services in an ideal environment designed 
for couples, young people and families, with convenient 
access thanks to the Els Orriols gondola. 

The Pal and Arinsal ski zones are connected by cable car 
located in the Coll de la Botella sector (in Pal) and Port 
Negre (in Arinsal).

Snow, adventure and nature
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PAL ARINSAL / ACTIVITIES

■ For those who wish to enjoy the snow in a different way, 
Pal Arinsal proposes a large number of activities in the 
Pal zone: Big Zip zip line, rope park, a virtual ski simulator, 
among many other activities for children and adults. Let’s 
not forget the popular alternatives, such as mountain 
skiing or snowshoeing excursions.

■  The Pal Arinsal snow school is highly rated both for the 
quality and the technique of its instructors. And the little 
ones can also enjoy the snow garden service.

Activities designed 
for everyone

Snow school
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PAL ARINSAL / ACTIVITIES

■  For gastronomy lovers you will find up to 21 different 
restaurants. On pre-arranged days and with prior 
reservation, you can also enjoy high mountain dinners in 
Pal or Arinsal 

High altitude gastronomy
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Andorra 
is so much more
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■ After a day of skiing, the après-ski atmosphere moves 
to the various bars at the foot of the slopes where people 
enjoy a drink, listen to the best live music, have fun 
watching the sunset and the arrival of the evening. 

Fun, music and a 
great atmosphere

ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE



ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE

■  More than 1,500 shops and stores are concentrated to 
ensure that you find what you are looking after.

■  Inquisitive visitors can discover fantastic cultural 
itineraries, museums that describe the customs and local 
traditions, or the rich Romanesque heritage that has been 
with us the last 1,000 years.

Time to shop

Discover our culture

21
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ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE

■  The “bordes” are traditional Pyrenean buildings made 
of stone and timber. Nowadays most of them are cosy 
restaurants where you can enjoy authentic mountain cuisine.

■  More than 300 tourist establishments that provide 
a total of almost 43,000 beds all over the country will 
guarantee it.

Enjoy the authentic 
mountain cuisine

Accommodation to dream
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ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE

■  The culture of water has taken deep roots, and many 
places have recently incorporated wellness areas into 
their services, some of which have a surface area of up to 
5,000 m2.

■  Caldea is comprised of 4 spas: The Termolúdic, the 
largest spa in Caldea, offers a more playful experience in 
thermal waters. Inúu, the Caldea spa exclusively reserved 
for adults. Likids is the exclusive access spa for children, 
and finally, in Orígens, exotic baths from around the 
world, await you.

Escape time

Caldea, the largest thermal 
spa in southern Europe

www.caldea.com

https://www.caldea.com
https://www.caldea.com/en/
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ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE

■  Ski Canaro, in Canillo, has two slopes for beginners and a 
sledge slope for the younger members of the family. At the 
ski resort you will also find a family hotel with a restaurant, 
snacks, a panoramic terrace with views of the slopes and 
free parking. All in a beautiful setting in the heart of nature.

■  Located in Sant Julià de Lòria, in the surroundings of 
La Rabassa, Naturland is an outdoor activities hotspot. 
In La Rabassa, you can practice cross-country skiing 
along more than 15 km of marked slopes at an altitude 
of 2,050 m. It also has a wide range of snow activities. 
The offer is complemented by the Tobotronc, the longest 
alpine toboggan in the world with a 5.3 km route.

www.skicanaro.com

Ski Canaro

Cross-country skiing, 
activities and experiences 
in the snow!

www.naturland.ad

https://www.skicanaro.com
https://www.skicanaro.com/?lang=en
https://www.naturlandia.ad/
https://www.naturland.ad/en
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ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE

■  360 °eXtrem is a place for all ages to have fun. You can 
practice many sports (gymnastics, trampolining, free skiing, 
snowboarding, skating, scooters, BMX, etc.) distributed in 
several areas.

■  The Palau de Gel is in the centre of Canillo, at the foot 
of Grandvalira ski resort and just 10 km from the centre of 
Andorra la Vella. There are 1,800 m2 of ice in a universe of 
fun with a great variety of activities. 

www.palaudegel.ad

www.360extrem.com

Andorra freestyle 
and jumping centre

Endless ways of having fun 
with your family or friends!

http://www.palaudegel.ad/
http://www.palaudegel.ad/en/
http://www.360extrem.com/
http://www.360extrem.com/
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■ In summer, the 468 km2 of Andorra will take you to 
a world of nature in its purest state and of impressive 
countryside. You will find beautiful views, for example, in 
the three protected open spaces in the country: Les Valls 
del Comapedrosa Communal Natural Park, Sorteny Natural 
Park and the Vall del Madriu-Perafita-Claror. The latter has 
been declared World Heritage by UNESCO.

Enjoy andorra 
in the summer too

ANDORRA IS SO MUCH MORE

www.visitandorra.com

https://visitandorra.com/en/
https://visitandorra.com/en/


https://visitandorra.com/en/
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■ In the Canillo area, the Magic Mountain Family Park is the 
ideal place to enjoy with family or friends: adrenaline, fun 
and a multitude of activities at an altitude of 2000 m!

In the Soldeu area, the highest golf course in the entire 
Pyrenees awaits you at 2250 m above sea level. This 9-hole 
course, par 33, has a length of 2,590 m and an area of 16 
hectares.

Grandvalira,
unlimited summer

GRANDVALIRA SUMMER
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■ Encamp sector has numerous activities for all the 
family. The Funicamp experience is a great gateway to the 
wealth and the history of the Pyrenean environment and 
countryside.

In the Pessons area of Grau Roig there are various activities.

Epic Andorra brings nature closer to visitors in an 
exclusive way with a luxurious level of services 
and quality, offering experiences in exceptional 
accommodations.

GRANDVALIRA SUMMER
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■ The main summer attraction in Ordino Arcalís is 
undoubtedly the spectacular Tristaina Solar Viewpoint. It is 
located on the Peyreguils peak at an altitude of 2,701 meters 
and offers a 360-degree panoramic view of the Tristaina 
glacial cirque and the entire Ordino valley which was 
declared a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO. 

In Ordino Arcalís, you can also enjoy the unique ascent by 
bicycle to a final port of the Tour de France and La Vuelta 
a España free from road traffic, an experience for cycling 
lovers. 

Ordino Arcalís,
where times stands still

ORDINO ARCALIS SUMMER
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■  In summer Pal Arinsal becomes a benchmark in the 
world of mountain biking and running. The station is 
transformed into a Bike Park and offers its users alternative 
activities suitable for all ages with the Mountain Park.

It also offers a large number of hiking trails so you 
can discover the country’s mountains as well as a rich 
gastronomic selection.

Pal Arinsal

PAL ARINSAL SUMMER
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Barcelona-El Prat Airport 
200 km from Andorra la Vella. Daily return connections with 
the Andbus and Directbus bus companies.

Andorra - La Seu Airport
20 km from Andorra la Vella. Check connections
info@visitandorra.com

Toulouse-Blagnac Airport 
170 km from El Pas de la Casa and 200 km from Andorra 
la Vella. Daily return connections with the Andbus bus 
company.

HOW TO GET HERE

From Spain

From France
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Toulouse - Matabiau train station 
170 km from Pas de la Casa and 200 km from Andorra 
la Vella. Daily return connections with the Andbus bus 
company. 

L’Hospitalet-prés l’Andorre - train station  
12 km from Pas de la Casa and 40 km from Andorra la Vella.

HOW TO GET HERE

From France

Barcelona – Nord train station 
200 km from Andorra la Vella. Daily return connections with 
the Alsa bus company. 

Barcelona - Sants train station 
200 km from Andorra la Vella. Daily returm connections 
with the Directbus bus company.

Lleida – Pirineus train station 
Connection with AVE (High speed train). 
150 km from Andorra la Vella. Montmantell and Alsa bus 
companies provide daily services.

From Spain
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Alsa www.alsa.es
Tel. (+34) 9902 422 242

Andbus www.andorrabybus.com
Door-to-door service 
(advanced booking is necessary).
Tel. (+376) 803 789 / (+34) 973 984 016
info@andbus.net

Directbus www.andorradirectbus.es
Tel. (+376) 805 151 / (+34) 902 109 276
estaciodirectbus@julia.net

Montmantell www.montmantell.com
Tel. (+376) 866 444 / (+34) 973 982 949
info@montmantell.com

You can check out the traffic and the road conditions in 
Andorra at: www.mobilitat.ad 

If you are coming by car

Contact details of the bus companies:

HOW TO GET HERE

https://www.alsa.com/en/web/bus/home
https://www.andorrabybus.com/en
mailto:info%40andbus.net?subject=
https://www.andorradirectbus.es/en
mailto:estaciodirectbus%40julia.net?subject=
https://www.montmantell.com/?lang=es
mailto:info%40montmantell.com?subject=
https://www.mobilitat.ad



